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Abstract. Previous research has demonstrated changes in neurovascular activation of the prefrontal cortex to
increased working memory load. The primary purpose of the current paper was to investigate overload of work-
ing memory capacity using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) within the framework of motivational
intensity theory. A secondary goal was to explore the influence of the correlation-based signal improvement
(CBSI) as a method for correcting the influence of systemic variables. In study one, 30 participants (15 female,
mean age = 21.09 years, s.d. = 2.9 years) performed a verbal version of the n-back working memory task under
four levels of demand (easy, hard, very hard, and impossible). In contrast to the raw data, CBSI-transformed
fNIRS data indicated that neurovascular coupling was highest at hard demand when the task was challenging
but success was possible. The second study (N ¼ 30; 15 female, mean age = 22.4 years, s.d. = 5.3) replicated
the working memory manipulation with the addition of low versus high levels of financial reward. Analyses of
CBSI-transformed levels of oxygenated (HbO) and deoxygenated (HHb) hemoglobin replicated the first study at
right lateral regions of the prefrontal cortex (BA46). HHb_CBSI data were significantly reduced at impossible
demand for participants receiving the higher level of financial reward. The study is the first to support predictions
from the motivational intensity model using neurovascular data. In addition, the application of CBSI to fNIRS data
was found to improve the sensitivity of HbO and Hbb to the independent variables. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical

Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.5.3.035001]
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1 Introduction
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a noninvasive,
optical neuroimaging method that provides an index of neuro-
vascular activation but without the need to confine the partici-
pant within an apparatus, such as an fMRI scanner.1 This
technique involves placing a montage of sources and detector
optodes upon the scalp, but unlike fMRI, fNIRS is only capable
of detecting neurovascular activation in the outermost 10 to
15 mm of intracranial space.2

fNIRS has been applied to the study of higher level cognitive
function in the anterior prefrontal cortex.3 A number of earlier
studies utilized fNIRS in combination with standard experimen-
tal paradigms, such as the n-back task, to study cognitive func-
tion. For example, Ayaz et al.,4 reported a linear increase of
oxygenation in the lateral area of the prefrontal cortex (i.e.,
BA46) when participants performed a 0-back (i.e., no working
memory load) compared with a 3-back (i.e., memorize/update
three stimuli) version of the n-back task. This pattern of
increased oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) at the prefrontal cor-
tex with higher working memory load has also been observed in
a number of later studies.5–8 These experiments demonstrated

the potential of fNIRS as an ambulatory technique to tackle
applied problems in the field of neuroergonomics, such as
the detection of mental overload.9,10

The concept of overload in the context of working memory
is generally discussed within a finite resource framework,
wherein the capacity to store, update, and retrieve information
is overwhelmed by the processing demands of the task.11,12

Motivational intensity theory13 provides a complementary per-
spective that makes the crucial distinction between the intensity
of effort required to meet the demands of the task and the maxi-
mum level of effort that a participant is willing to invest in the
task.14 According to motivational intensity theory, if task
demands are fixed and known and participants believe success-
ful performance to be possible, there is a proportionate relation-
ship between mental effort and task demand. However, if
demand is increased to the point where success is perceived
to be unlikely, effort investment is reduced. This relationship
remains unaffected by the importance of task success, which
exerts its influence by modulating the upper range of demand
levels within which the proportionate relationship holds, i.e.,
effort investment is sustained at higher levels of demand for
those tasks associated with greater success importance.15
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Therefore, overload of working memory capacity is associated
with three outcomes: poor performance, a perception of low suc-
cess likelihood, and reduced effort.

The basic predictions of motivational intensity theory have
been tested and elaborated through 30 years of psychophysio-
logical research.15 However, the availability of neurophysiologi-
cal data supporting the motivational intensity model is limited.
One exception was an EEG study that utilized the n-back task to
investigate motivational intensity and success importance.16 In
this study, participants performed three versions of the n-back
task: 1-back, 4-back, and 7-back, designed to represent easy,
hard, and excessive (overload) levels of demand. The authors
reported that frontomedial theta activity was significantly higher
at hard demand compared with the other two conditions as pre-
dicted by motivational intensity theory; the same pattern was
found for upper-alpha activity across frontal, central, and pari-
etal sites. When participants were presented with a financial
incentive for performance (i.e., increased success importance),
upper-alpha activity in the parietal region was significantly
suppressed.

One purpose of the current paper is to investigate those
hypotheses generated by motivational intensity theory using
fNIRS to capture neurovascular activation at the prefrontal cor-
tex in combination with the n-back experimental paradigm.
However, we know that performance of the n-back task causes
changes in cardiovascular psychophysiology, which indirectly
influence the fNIRS signal and the reliability of inference
that can be drawn from fNIRS data. According to the analysis
produced by Scholkmann et al.,17 fNIRS is used to capture cer-
ebral neuronal activity at specific locations evoked by task activ-
ity. However, the fNIRS signal is influenced by several systemic
confounds, for example, cognitive performance can influence
cerebral blood flow and volume at specific sites that are asso-
ciated with task-related changes in autonomic activity.18 The
presence of task-evoked and spontaneous confounds on the
fNIRS signal is further complicated by potential interactions
between cerebral and extracerebral influences. Changes in
CO2 levels due to variations in respiratory activity,

19 fluctuations
in mean arterial pressure, and the influence of autonomic mech-
anisms on cardiovascular variables, such as cardiac output, can
affect blood flow at cerebral and extracerebral sites.17 When
changes in HbO and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) are
observed at cerebral sites, there is potential for occurrence of
both false positives (i.e., changes in HbO and HHb do not re-
present task-evoked changes in neurovascular coupling due to
neuronal activation) and false negatives (i.e., the influence of
systemic activity at both cerebral and extracerebral sites is suf-
ficient to obfuscate the task-evoked changes in neurovascular
coupling due to neuronal activation).20

At the time of the writing, there are no standard guidelines or
specification with respect to signal processing to mitigate the
influence of systemic confounds on fNIRS signal.21 A number
of methods have been proposed, which include: (a) signal
processing, e.g., spatial filtering,22 Kalman filtering,23 and adap-
tive filtering,24 (b) inclusion of additional “short-distance” leads
to detect blood flow in the scalp to be subtracted from the fNIRS
signal,25 and (c) a range of statistical approaches, such as general
linear models,26 principal component analyses,27 wavelet coher-
ence analysis,28 autoregressive methods,29 and correlative
approaches30—see Kamran et al.,31 for recent review of this
topic. The inclusion of short-distance channels represents an
effective method for removing systemic confounds; however,

many commercial devices do not possess sufficient flexibility
to collect these data as a standard feature.21 Therefore, one pur-
pose of the current paper is to explore the efficacy of a correla-
tive function32 [correlation-based signal improvement (CBSI)]
designed to reduce systemic noise and improve signal quality
on the sensitivity of fNIRS data in the absence of short-distance
channels. HbO and Hbb may become positively correlated in
the presence of a systemic confound and the CBSI employs
a function designed to enhance the negative correlation between
both signals, which is characteristic of neurovascular coupling,
according to the Balloon model.33

This paper describes two experimental studies, both of which
use the n-back working memory paradigm and incorporate a
continuum of task demand from easy to impossible. Both stud-
ies will capture fNIRS activation at the prefrontal cortex (BA10,
BA46) and operationalize effort as an neurovascular activation.
The first study is designed to investigate the motivational inten-
sity hypothesis—that HbO will be maximized and HHb will be
minimized when working memory demand is high but success
is possible. The second study introduces a second independent
variable of increased financial incentive in addition to working
memory load. It is hypothesized that the presence of a financial
incentive will extend the upper limit of working memory
demand, where HbO is maximized and HHb is minimized.

2 Study One
Rationale: The motivational intensity model predicts that partic-
ipants will invest effort in a proportionate fashion with increased
task demand unless the likelihood of success is perceived to be
low. This pattern of activation was observed in an earlier study
of working memory demand16 with respect to EEG measures of
fronto-central theta and parietal alpha. This study will replicate
the same protocol wherein participants are exposed to a full con-
tinuum of working memory demand, from low demand where
success is extremely likely to extreme demand when the success
likelihood is very low. In correspondence with the motivational
intensity model, it is hypothesized that neurovascular activation
(i.e., increased HbO, decreased HHb) will be highest during the
3-back version of the n-back task, when demand is high but suc-
cess remains possible.

Experimental design: The level of working memory load
served as a within-participants manipulation. Four versions of
the n-back working memory task were used, these were: 1-
back (easy and success extremely likely), 3-back (high demand
but success possible), 5-back (very high demand and success
less likely), and a 7-back (extremely high demand and success
extremely unlikely). The levels of working memory load were
selected on the basis of an earlier study.16

Participants: Thirty participants were recruited from the
University population of undergraduate and postgraduate
students. The mean age of the participants was 21.09 years
(s.d. = 2.9) and the sample included 15 males and 15 females
(all white Caucasian). All procedures and measures used in
the study were approved by the University Research Ethics
Committee and informed consent was obtained from all partic-
ipants prior to data collection.

Experimental task: A verbal version of the working memory
task known as the n-back was used in all four conditions. During
this task, participants are exposed to a sequential presentation
of single capital letters appearing at a rate of ∼1 item every
1500 ms. Stimuli were single capital letters drawn at random
from the following group of 12: B, F, G, H, K, M, P, R, S,
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T, X, and Z. letters were presented centrally in black Arial bold
font size 48 against a white background on color monitor at a
distance of 60 cm. Participants completed two blocks at each
level of working memory demand, each block contained
48 × 2 s trials consisting of a 1.5-s stimulus presentation fol-
lowed by a 0.5-s interval. At the start of each block, a fixation
was present for 4.5 s prior to onset of the first stimulus and each
block lasted for 100 s. The participant must respond to each let-
ter with one of the two possible responses on the keyboard,
either the letter is the same as the previous letter (a match)
or the letter is different (a nonmatch). The level of demand asso-
ciated with the n-back task is varied systematically by increasing
the sequential distance between the current item and the pre-
vious item that must be matched. For example, a 1-back version
of the task is relatively undemanding as the participant must
assess whether the current letter represents a match with the pre-
vious letter. However, a 3-back version of the task is more chal-
lenging as the current letter must be matched with one that
appeared three letters previously. The level of working memory
demand rises in a linear fashion with the 5-back and 7-back ver-
sions of the task. The E-Prime program was used to create all
versions of the working memory task.

Apparatus: The fNIR100 system and cognitive optical brain
imaging (COBI) Studio software (Biopac System Inc.) were
used for data collection. The source–detector separation was
2.5 cm and system has a temporal resolution of 500 ms for
one complete data acquisition cycle (2 Hz). The 16-channel
probe was placed on the forehead aligned to Fp1 and Fp2 of
the International 10–20 System and rotated so that Fpz corre-
sponded to the midpoint of the probe (see Fig. 1). Areas under-
lying the 16 channels are right and left superior and inferior
frontal gyri; the channels were divided into four regions of inter-
est (ROI), these were located at: left lateral (LL), left medial
(LM), right medial (RM), and right lateral (RL) (Fig. 1).

Analyses of fNIRS data: fNIRS data were analyzed offline
using fNIRS-Soft software package (BIOPAC Inc.). Variations
in light absorption at two different peak wavelengths (730 and
850 nm) were used to calculate respective changes of oxygen-
ated (HbO) and deoxygenated (HHb) hemoglobin concentra-
tions (both in μmol∕L) using the modified Beer–Lambert

Law (MBLL). The DPF was set to 6 in line with previous
work34 and was not adjusted due to the homogenous age
range of participants. Raw data were subjected to a sliding-
window motion artifact rejection algorithm,35 which is based
on the principle that raw optical signals have less variation
than segments with motion artifact and saturated channels to
remove motion artifacts and saturated channel. A finite impulse
response linear phase low-pass filter, with order 20 and cutoff
frequency of 0.1 Hz, was applied to attenuate high-frequency
noise, respiration, and cardiac effects.35 The values of HbO
and Hbb were calculated relative to the baseline of 30 s collected
during the rest period immediately prior to block onset.

In addition to the mean values from the raw data, mean values
for each block were calculated using the CBSI method.32 The
CBSI formulas were applied to values of HbO and Hbb captured
at 2 Hz and subsequently averaged for each 100 s block of task
activity.

Procedure: Participants were recruited via posters plastered
around the University buildings and via email. On arrival, par-
ticipants were required to read an information sheet about the
study and subsequently provide signed consent. After this pre-
liminary phase, participants were seated and provided with a
period of practice with all four versions of the working memory
task. After training, participants were fitted with the fNIR100
device. Once the apparatus was attached and signal quality
was assessed visually via the COBI Studio interface (to identify
weak or saturated channels), the experiment began and partic-
ipants worked through all four versions of the working memory
task, which were presented as 2× blocks of 100 s duration with a
2-min rest break between each block. The order of presentation
of the four tasks (1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and 7-back) was
counterbalanced. The entire duration of the experiment was
∼23 min; upon completion, the apparatus was removed, the
participant was thanked, debriefed, and reimbursed for their
time (£10/€11/$13).

2.1 Results

All data were analyzed using SPSS v.23. Participants’ perfor-
mance on the n-back task was scored as percentage of correct
responses (across both blocks) and subjected to an ANOVA
analysis across all four levels of working memory demand.
This model revealed a statistically significant effect [Fð3;27Þ ¼
115.20, p < 0.01, η2 ¼ 0.92] and posthoc tests confirmed that
performance was significantly different between all levels of
the n-back task [p < 0.01]; descriptive statistics are shown in
Table 1.

Four dependent variables were derived from fNIRS data
(HbO, HHb, HbO_CBSI, and HHb_CBSI) and subjected to
separate analyses via a 4 (task demand) × 4 (channel) ANOVA
within each ROI (LL, left lateral; LM, left medial; RM, right
medial; and RL, right lateral). Sphericity was tested via
Mauchly’s test and the Greenhouse–Geisser adjustment was

Fig. 1 Placement of fNIRS device and approximate location of 16
channels categorized as four regions of interest.

Table 1 Descriptive statistics (mean, SD) for performance data in
study one expressed as a percentage of correct responses (N ¼ 30).

1-back 3-back 5-back 7-back

89.69 70.53 60.25 54.78

[4.56] [11.44] [12.02] [9.62]
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made if the Mauchly’s test reached significance (p < 0.05);
posthoc testing was performed via the Bonferroni procedure.

ANOVA analyses of HbO revealed a significant main effect
for task demand at ROI 3 (right medial) only, see Table 2. A
similar effect at the same ROI was also found during the analy-
ses of raw HHb (Table 3). Both main effects are shown in Fig. 2.
Pairwise comparison tests revealed that mean HbO was signifi-
cantly lower during the 1-back version of the n-back compared

with 3-back (p < 0.05), 5-back, or 7-back (p < 0.01). Mean lev-
els of HHb were also significantly lower during the 1-back and
3-back tasks compared with the 5-back (p < 0.05).

A number of significant main effects per channel were
observed in the analyses of mean HHb. At ROI 1, it was appar-
ent that mean HHb was significantly lower at channels 2
(M ¼ −0.25) and 4 (M ¼ −0.27) compared with channels 1
(M ¼ −0.07) and 3 (M ¼ −0.03) [p < 0.05]. Mean HHb at
channel 8 (M ¼ −0.49) was significantly lower than channels
5 (M ¼ −0.17), 6 (M ¼ −0.21), and 7 (M ¼ −0.12) at ROI
2 [p < 0.01]. At ROI 3, pairwise comparisons indicated that
mean HHb was significantly lower at channel 11 (M ¼ −0.46)
than channels 9 (M ¼ −0.06), 10 (M ¼ −0.07), or 12
(M ¼ −0.11) [p < 0.01].

A second set of data analyses was conducted using the cor-
relative transformation of both mean HbO and HHb30 as depen-
dent variables (Tables 4 and 5). The analyses of HbO_CBSI
revealed a significant effect of working memory demand at
ROI 4; pairwise comparisons indicated that HbO was signifi-
cantly higher during the 3-back and 5-back versions of the
task compared with the 1-back [p < 0.05], see Fig. 3. The sig-
nificant main effect for channel at ROI 1 was identical to the
effect described in the previous analyses of raw mean HbO
data. The significant main effect for channel at ROI 2 indicated
that HbO was significantly reduced at channel 7 (M ¼ 0.21)
compared with channels 5 (M ¼ 0.32), 6 (M ¼ 0.35), and
8 (M ¼ 0.40).

The analyses of HHb_CBSI revealed a significant main
effect of working memory demand at ROI 4 (Table 5).
Bonferroni pairwise comparisons indicated that HHb was

Fig. 2 Levels of HbO across all four levels of working memory
demand (1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and 7-back) at ROI 3 (N ¼ 30).
Note: red line = mean, red area = standard deviation, blue bars =
95% confidence intervals, and gray circles = actual values.

Table 2 Results of ANOVA analyses of rawmean HbO at all four ROI
(N ¼ 30).

Demand Channel
Demand ×
channel

F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð9;21Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 0.75 0.53 — 1.00 0.41 — 1.06 0.43 —

ROI 2 (LM) 1.54 0.23 — 2.74 0.06 — 1.52 0.21 —

ROI 3 (RM) 3.40 0.03 0.10 1.43 0.25 — 0.47 0.88 —

ROI 4 (RL) 2.45 0.09 — 1.28 0.29 — 0.52 0.77 —

Table 3 Results of ANOVA analyses of rawmean HHb at all four ROI
(N ¼ 30).

Demand Channel
Demand ×
channel

F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð9;21Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 0.39 0.75 — 9.99 <0.01 0.53 1.29 0.27 —

ROI 2 (LM) 0.66 0.59 — 5.97 <0.01 0.18 1.36 0.26 —

ROI 3 (RM) 2.89 0.05 0.09 4.37 0.01 0.21 1.57 0.19 —

ROI 4 (RL) 0.16 0.92 — 1.46 0.25 — 1.24 0.30 —

Table 4 Results of ANOVA analyses of HbO_CBSI at all four ROI
(N ¼ 30).

Demand Channel
Demand ×
channel

F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð9;21Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 1.78 0.17 — 9.31 <0.01 0.52 1.14 0.34 —

ROI 2 (LM) 1.74 0.18 — 3.08 0.05 0.26 1.53 0.18 —

ROI 3 (RM) 1.04 0.39 — 0.99 0.42 — 1.19 0.32 —

ROI 4 (RL) 2.96 0.05 0.24 1.54 0.23 — 0.56 0.81 —

Table 5 Results of ANOVA analyses of HHb_CBSI at all four ROI
(N ¼ 30).

Demand Channel
Demand ×
channel

F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð3;27Þ p η2 F ð9;21Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 1.61 0.21 — 5.68 <0.01 0.39 2.78 0.02 0.09

ROI 2 (LM) 1.12 0.36 — 1.28 0.30 — 0.53 0.19 —

ROI 3 (RM) 0.11 0.95 — 1.83 0.17 — 1.37 0.26 —

ROI 4 (RL) 3.66 0.03 0.29 0.28 0.83 — 0.65 0.74 —
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significantly lower during the 3-back compared with either the
1-back [p ¼ 0.03] or 5-back [p ¼ 0.02] versions of the task, see
Fig. 3. There was a significant main effect of channel at ROI 1,
which revealed that HHb was significantly lower at channels 2
(M ¼ −0.10) and 4 (M ¼ −0.11) compared with channels 1
(M ¼ −0.05) and 3 (M ¼ −0.03), respectively. There was also
a significant interaction effect at ROI 1; posthoc testing revealed
that HHb was significantly reduced during the 3-back task
(M ¼ −0.20) compared with the other three n-back conditions:
1-back (M ¼ −0.07), 5-back (M ¼ −0.06), and 7-back (M ¼
−0.08) [tð29Þ ¼ −2.17, p ¼ 0.04].

3 Study Two
Rationale: Previous research has explored the contribution of
motivational intensity and success importance by simultane-
ously manipulating demand and financial incentive.16,36,37 The
theory posits that success importance does not directly influence
effort investment but increases the range of difficulty levels
wherein a proportionate relationship between effort and demand
can be observed.15 Hence, the presence of an incentive effec-
tively extends the upper limit of task difficulty where effort
is invested as a function of task demand. This pattern was
observed by Eubanks et al.,36 who reported increased heart
rate at maximum task demand, but only in the presence of a
financial incentive. However, Fairclough and Ewing16 did not
find support for this hypothesis and a general increase of systolic
blood pressure in the presence of the financial incentive was
observed.

This second study extended study one by introducing a sec-
ond independent variable of financial reward. Specifically, one
group was offered the usual financial reward for participation in
the experiment within our institution (£10/$13.5/€11.3),
whereas the second group were told that they would receive
an addition level of financial reward (£10) if they met an
unspecified performance criterion, allowing them to earn a
maximum of £20 ($27/€22). The second independent variable
was the same four levels of working memory demand (1b,
3b, 5b, and 7b) used in study one, which were supplemented
with a fifth 0-back (0b) condition, i.e., where participants

press any button when a letter appears on screen; this condition
was included to control for fNIRS changes induced purely by
motor responses associated with the task.

It is predicted that HbO will be maximized and HHb will be
minimized when demand is high and success is likely at the 3b
version of the task, as observed in study one. It is also hypoth-
esized that a higher level of possible financial reward will
increase the range of task difficulty where the proportionate rela-
tionship between effort and demand holds, i.e., HbO will be
higher and HHb will be lower at 5b and 7b versions of the
task for those participants, who can receive a higher level of
financial reward.

Experimental design: Five levels of working memory load
served as a within-participants manipulation, these were:
0-back, 1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and a 7-back. The level of finan-
cial reward for taking part in the study functioned as a between-
participants factor, one group were remunerated at £10, and the
other group were told that they could earn £20 if they met an
unspecified performance criterion.

Participants: Thirty participants (15 per reward group) were
recruited from the University population of undergraduates and
postgraduate students. The mean age of the participants was
22.4 years (s.d. = 5.3) and there was an equal number of
males and females. With respect to ethnicity, one participant
was Asian, but all others were white. Mean age of participants
in both reward groups was equivalent (22.6 years versus 22.3
years). All procedures and measures used in the study were
approved by the University Research Ethics Committee and
informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to
data collection.

Experimental task: A verbal version of the working memory
task was used in all five conditions. This task is described in the
method section for study one.

Apparatus: An fNIRS and COBI data collection suit (Biopac
System Inc.) were used for data collection. The set-up for the
fNIRS was identical to that used and described in the method
section for study one.

Analyses of fNIRS data: The data processing pipeline and
analysis protocol were identical to study one. Mean scores
for each block of fNIRS data were derived in both raw and trans-
formed forms using the CBSI method.32 Full details are pro-
vided in the method section for study one.

Procedure: The procedure for the study reproduced the pro-
tocol used for study one in all particulars. The only difference
was that half of the participants received £20 for taking part in
the study, whereas the other half were provided with £10
remuneration.

3.1 Results

All data were analyzed using SPSS v.23. Participants’ perfor-
mance on the n-back task was scored as percentage of correct
responses (across both blocks) and subjected to a 2 (reward) × 4
(working memory demand) ANOVA analysis. There was a sig-
nificant effect for working memory demand [Fð4;25Þ ¼ 125.30,
p < 0.01, η2 ¼ 0.93]. Posthoc tests revealed a significant dif-
ference between all four levels of working memory demand.
There was no main effect for the between-participants factor
of financial reward [Fð1;28Þ ¼ 0.12, p ¼ 0.72] or any interac-
tion effect. Descriptive statistics for the performance data are
shown in Table 6.

The four dependent variables derived from fNIRS (HbO,
HHb, HbO_CBSI, and HHb_CBSI) were subjected to separate

Fig. 3 Levels of HHb across all four levels of working memory
demand (1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and 7-back) at ROI 3 (N ¼ 30).
Note: red line = mean, red area = standard deviation, blue bars =
95% confidence intervals, and gray circles = actual values.
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analyses via a 2 (reward) × 5 (task demand) × 4 (channel)
ANOVA within each ROI (LL, left lateral; LM, left medial;
RM, right medial; and RL, right lateral). Sphericity was tested
via Mauchly’s Test and the Greenhouse–Geisser adjustment
was made if the Mauchly’s test reached significance (p <
0.05); posthoc testing was performed using the Bonferroni
procedure.

The analyses of HbO revealed only one main effect and
no significant interactions. The main effect of channel at RO3
indicated that HbO was significantly higher at channel 11
(M ¼ 0.01) compared with channel 12 (M ¼ −0.33) (Table 7).

The analyses of HHb revealed no significant main effects or
interactions (Table 8).

The analyses of HbO_CBSI (Table 9) revealed a significant
interaction between demand × channel at ROI3 [Fð3;26Þ ¼
2.24, p ¼ 0.01, η2 ¼ 0.68]. Posthoc tests revealed that
HbO_CBSI was significantly higher during the 3-back task
compared with the 0-back [tð29Þ ¼ −2.43, p ¼ 0.05] and the
7-back [tð29Þ ¼ 3.15, p < 0.01] versions of the task at channel
12 (Fig. 1). Descriptive statistics are shown in Fig. 6.

The analyses of HHb_CBSI revealed an interaction effect
between reward and demand at ROI3 [Fð4;25Þ ¼ 2.42, p ¼
0.04, η2 ¼ 0.25]. Posthoc analyses revealed that HHb_CBSI
was significantly increased at the 7-back version of the task
for those participants in the £10 group compared with the
£20 group [tð29Þ ¼ 2.27, p < 0.05); descriptive statistics are
shown in Table 10. There was also a main effect for demand
at ROI4 (Table 11), Bonferroni pairwise tests revealed that
HHb_CBSI was significantly reduced at the 3b and 5b ver-
sions of the n-back task compared with the 0b task (p < 0.05)
(Fig. 7).

Table 6 Descriptive statistics (mean, SD) for accuracy data
expressed as a percentage of correct responses (N ¼ 30).

1-back 3-back 5-back 7-back

£10 reward 89.19 70.00 59.13 49.50

[5.62] [9.65] [11.22] [11.81]

£20 reward 90.07 71.73 59.47 50.07

[4.88] [10.24] [10.75] [11.42]

Combined 89.61 70.84 59.29 49.77

[5.21] [9.82] [10.81] [11.43]

Table 7 Main effects of ANOVA analyses of mean HbO at all four
ROI in study 2 (N ¼ 30).

Reward Demand Channel

F ð1;28Þ p η2 F ð4;25Þ p η2 F ð3;26Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 0.16 0.69 — 1.66 0.63 — 1.66 0.20 —

ROI 2 (LM) 0.05 0.83 — 0.27 0.91 — 1.86 0.16 —

ROI 3 (RM) 1.74 0.20 — 1.16 0.35 — 3.77 0.02 0.30

ROI 4 (RL) 0.78 0.38 — 0.94 0.46 — 0.50 0.69 —

Table 8 Main effects of ANOVA analyses of mean HHb at all four
ROI in study 2 (N ¼ 30).

Reward Demand Channel

F ð1;28Þ p η2 F ð4;25Þ p η2 F ð3;26Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 0.05 0.83 — 1.12 0.37 — 1.03 0.40 —

ROI 2 (LM) 0.00 0.99 — 0.62 0.65 — 1.62 0.21 —

ROI 3 (RM) 0.50 0.48 — 1.04 0.41 — 1.45 0.25 —

ROI 4 (RL) 0.54 0.47 — 1.46 0.25 — 0.61 0.62 —

Table 9 Main effects of ANOVA analyses of HbO_CBSI at all four
ROI in study 2 (N ¼ 30).

Reward Demand Channel

F ð1;28Þ p η2 F ð4;25Þ p η2 F ð3;26Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 1.23 0.28 — 0.64 0.64 — 1.94 0.15 —

ROI 2 (LM) 0.47 0.50 — 0.45 0.78 — 0.94 0.44 —

ROI 3 (RM) 1.48 0.24 — 1.07 0.39 — 0.91 0.45 —

ROI 4 (RL) 0.54 0.47 — 1.46 0.25 — 0.61 0.62 —

Table 10 Means and standard deviation for HHb_CBSI for all levels
of working memory load at ROI3 between the two reward conditions.

0b 1b 3b 5b 7b

£10 reward −0.107 −0.147 −0.154 −0.016 0.088

(0.207) (0.332) (0.243) (0.263) (0.369)

£20 reward −0.074 −0.106 −0.097 −0.071 −0.142

(0.306) (0.212) (0.233) (0.207) (0.269)

Table 11 Results of ANOVA analyses of HHb_CBSI at all four ROI in
study 2 (N ¼ 30).

Reward Demand Channel

F ð1;28Þ p η2 F ð4;25Þ p η2 F ð3;26Þ p η2

ROI 1 (LL) 0.74 0.40 — 0.12 0.97 — 2.32 0.10 —

ROI 2 (LM) 0.04 0.84 — 0.93 0.47 — 2.26 0.11 —

ROI 3 (RM) 0.27 0.61 — 1.19 0.35 — 1.06 0.39 —

ROI 4 (RL) 0.10 0.76 — 2.72 0.03 0.33 0.95 0.43 —
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4 Discussion
The initial analyses of uncorrected data in study one revealed a
significant linear increase of both HbO and HHb from the
1-back to the 7-back version of the working memory task.
These findings (Figs. 2 and 3) contradict the predictions of moti-
vational intensity theory, i.e., neural activation would be maxi-
mal when demand is high and success remains possible. In
addition, minimal levels of HHb were observed at the 1-back
task when demand was lowest, and HHb subsequently increased
in a linear fashion, which is counterintuitive from the perspec-
tive of neurovascular coupling. The application of the CBSI and
subsequent data analyses yielded a different pattern of results
(Figs. 4 and 5). The significant effect of working memory
demand shifted to right lateral ROI and for both HbO_CBSI
and HHb_CBSI, in line with earlier findings for working
memory and the n-back derived from fMRI data.38 In addition,
the pattern of significant results was broadly in agreement with
the predictions of the motivational intensity model. HbO_CBSI
significantly increased and HHb_CBSI showed a significant
decrease at the 3-back task when demand was high and success
was possible.

The second study was designed to both replicate and extend
study one via the inclusion of increased financial reward. As in
study one, analyses of transformed data were characterized by a
pattern of results that were consistent with the predictions of the
motivational intensity model. Both HbO_CBSI at channel 12
(Fig. 6) and HHb_CBSI at ROI4 (Fig. 7) exhibited the expected
relationship between neurovascular activation and working
memory demand, i.e., maximum HbO and minimum HHb
during the 3-back version of the task. The interaction between
demand and financial reward observed for HHb_CBSI
(Table 11) was also consistent with the predictions of motiva-
tional intensity theory and earlier work.36 All significant exper-
imental effects in the second study were localized to the right
side of the prefrontal cortex, approximately at BA10 and BA46.

Three points of convergence emerged from both experimen-
tal studies. To the best of our knowledge, our results provided

Fig. 4 Levels of HbO_CBSI across all four levels of working memory
demand (1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and 7-back) at ROI 4 (N ¼ 30).
Note: red line = mean, red area = standard deviation, blue bars =
95% confidence intervals, and gray circles = actual values.

Fig. 5 Levels of HHb_CBSI across all four levels of working memory
demand (1-back, 3-back, 5-back, and 7-back) at ROI 4 (N ¼ 30).
Note: red line = mean, red area = standard deviation, blue bars =
95% confidence intervals, and gray circles = actual values.

Fig. 6 Mean level of HbO_CBSI at channel 12 across all levels of
working memory demand (N ¼ 30). Note: red line = mean, red
area = standard deviation, blue bars = 95% confidence intervals,
and gray circles = actual values.

Fig. 7 Mean level of HHb_CBSI at ROI4 across all levels of working
memory demand (N ¼ 30). Note: red line =mean, red area = standard
deviation, blue bars = 95% confidence intervals, and gray circles =
actual values.
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the first formal support for the motivational intensity model
using measures of neurovascular measures. Our studies found
complementary support for two predictions derived from the
model with respect to motivational intensity (both studies) and
success importance (study two). Although there is a body of ear-
lier research demonstrating the sensitivity of HbO to working
memory load using the same task,4 HbO increases in a linear
fashion from low to high demand on the n-back task. The cur-
rent study extended earlier work by pushing the upper limit of
working memory load into the region of “overload” to explore
motivational intensity theory. It was also found that all signifi-
cant effects associated with the manipulation of working
memory load were localized at the right medial/lateral channels,
which could be approximately localized as BA9 and BA46,
respectively. This is significant because this specific area of
the prefrontal cortex has been associated with strategic reorgani-
zation of working memory content3 and previous studies of
fMRI revealed activation in this area due to increased demand
of the n-back task, i.e., see Fig. 1, p. 51 of Owen et al.38 The
same pattern of activation in response to working memory load
has been observed in n-back studies using fNIRS.5–8 Therefore,
the specificity of the significant effects associated with
HbO_CBSI and Hbb_CBSI replicates earlier findings from
both fMRI and fNIRS experiments, which increases our confi-
dence that the CBSI transformation mitigated the influence of
systemic confounds and improved the sensitivity of our data.
Finally, the analyses demonstrated that subjecting fNIRS data
to the CBSI transformation produced results that contrasted
with the original data in two ways: (1) the sensitivity of HbO
and HHb to independent variables was enhanced with respect
to statistical analyses, and (2) the observed pattern of HbO
and HHb after CBSI transformation was consistent with a priori
predictions from the motivational intensity model.

The second goal of the study was to explore the CBSI trans-
formation as a method of reducing the influence of systemic
noise when more preferable options such as the presence of
short-distance channels are not available. The particular appara-
tus used in the current study contained only fixed optode holders
and we utilized CBSI as a method to mitigate the effects of sys-
temic confounds. The analyses of both studies permitted a com-
parison between uncorrected and CBSI-transformed data in the
absence of short-distance channels to isolate the effects of blood
flow in the scalp, see Pfeifer et al.,21 for similar approach.

From a superficial perspective, our data analyses suggested
that fNIRS data transformation by CBSI improved the sensitiv-
ity of the original data but that would be an oversimplification
and a number of important caveats must be noted. The CBSI
function was developed originally to correct for positive corre-
lations between HbO and HHb caused by head movement32 and
designed to be used in real-time analyses.39 Cui et al.32 also
reported that the CBSI transformation reduced spikes in the
data, modulated nonspike noise to improve signal quality
(see Ref. 40 for supporting evidence), and improved spatial
specificity of the signals. According to one recent paper,41 there
are five causes of positive association between HbO and HHb in
the fNIRS signal, these are: (i) motion and head movement,
(ii) cross-talk between the chromophores, (iii) differences in
spatial responses due to the density of capillaries compared
with large blood vessels, (iv) systemic effects from extracerebral
sources, and (v) effects related to oxygenation and hemo-
dynamic effects associated with muscle activation. In the case
of our studies, there is an open question as to which of these

factors may have been mitigated by the CBSI transformation.
We would argue that (i) can be disregarded because participants
were seated in a comfortable position, looking straight at the
screen and significant levels of head movement were not
observed. The influence of chromophore cross-talk (ii) is also
unlikely because the fNIRS device utilized wavelength pairs
that were optimized for measurement (730 and 850 nm). The
issue described by (iii) could account for individual variation
but is unlikely to explain the prevalence of the positive associ-
ation between HbO and HHb observed in study one. With
respect to (iv), evidence for motivational intensity theory has
been derived from changes in cardiovascular psychophysiology,
specifically an increase of beta-adrenergic activity in the sym-
pathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system.37,42 It is likely
that changes in blood pressure and heart rate triggered by the
cognitive demands of the task exerted an influence on cerebral
blood flow and volume. It is also possible that autonomic
changes exerted their influence on extracerebral sources such
as blood flow in the scalp,20 for example, Takahashi et al.,43

measured skin blood flow at the forehead and observed an
increase in both pulse rate and amplitude during a verbal fluency
test.44 The fifth possibility of hemodynamic activation related to
muscle activation has been explored with respect to influence of
teeth clenching on activation of temporal muscle41,44 and sub-
sequent fNIRS measurement at anterior temporal sites. In the
case of our studies, the fNIRS probe was positioned directly
over the forehead and the frontalis muscle. This is significant
because activation of the frontalis has been associated with men-
tal effort in response to increased time pressure,45 the capacity to
sustain cognitive performance over time,46 and increased mental
workload.47 It is reasonable to expect that high levels of working
memory load would increase activation of frontalis muscle with
respect to blood flow and oxygenation. Of the five possible
causes of positive association between HbO and HHb in our
two experiments, a combination of increased sympathetic domi-
nance and activation of the frontalis muscle would appear to be
the most likely sources for the positive association between HbO
and HHb shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The CBSI transformation was effective with respect to the
removal of positive correlation between HbO and HHb. This
approach compares favorably with other methods of artifact cor-
rection (e.g., PCA, wavelet filtering, spline interpolation, and
Kalman filtering).48 However, Brigadoi et al.,48 made the point
that the CBSI transformation is reliant upon a number of
assumptions, i.e., positive correlation between HbO and HHb
is always defined as an artifact and the ratio of oxygenated
to deoxygenated hemoglobin is assumed to be constant.
Violation of either assumption would invalidate the approach,
more importantly, they highlight the fact that HHb is largely
derived from HbO within the CBSI formula, creating high
dependence of one signal on the other. For example, if we con-
sider the patterns of HbO_CBSI and HHb observed in study two
and shown in Figs. 4 and 6, both measures seem to mirror one
another. This observation begs a number of questions, to what
extent is the pattern of HHb_CBSI simply the converse of HbO?
And if so, should those effects observed for HHb_CBSI be
attributed to changes in the original HbO data? This entangle-
ment is especially problematic for ascribing causal effects when
more than one independent variable is included in the experi-
mental design. This feature of the CBSI transformation requires
further exploration with additional measures to assess the impact
of intervening variables, e.g., short leads to assess scalp blood
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flow, cardiovascular impedance to assess sympathetic activation,
and a sophisticated approach to statistical analyses, such as
multilevel modeling.49

In conclusion, both studies provided support for the predic-
tions of motivational intensity theory from neurovascular acti-
vation in the prefrontal cortex. In addition, there was evidence
that the CBSI transformation removed a positive association
between HbO and HHb and delivered a pattern of results con-
sistent with a priori predictions of a psychological model.
However, there is potential for the CBSI transformation to dis-
tort fNIRS data, with levels of HHb being particularly suscep-
tible, and this aspect of the approach requires exploration
through further research.
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